
To us there are no foreign markets.TM

 Fixed Interest  34
 Equities  51
 Other assets*  14
 Cash  1
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NAV return -1.68% -4.48% -6.01% +0.18% +11.00%

Target return +0.22% +0.64% +2.59% +7.93% +67.03%

Investment objective
The investment objective of the Private Client Sub-Fund is to achieve medium to long term capital 
growth in excess of that available from bank and building society deposits through investment in a 
diversified and balanced portfolio of investments, accepting a medium level of risk.

* Other Assets include Hedge funds, UCITS111 funds, 
Commodities and sector specific funds

The chart above shows fund performance since Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management took over the investment 
management of the fund on 31/12/08; however the table below shows the Fund performance since inception.

Asset Allocation (%)

Fund performance

Fund description
The Fund is an open ended investment 
company incorporated in the Isle of Man  and 
designed for qualified investors. 

Fund facts: 29 February 2016
Launch date: March 2005

Fund Type: Isle of Man Qualified Investor

Base currency: Sterling

Sector Classification: Multi-Asset Class Multi 
Manager

Investment Manager: Canaccord Genuity 
Wealth Management

Last Price: £1.110

Min Investment: £10,000

Trading Frequency: Monthly

Annual Management Fee: 1.50%

Gross Target Return: 3 month GBP Libor +2%

ISIN Code: GB00B05JW721

Sedol Code: B05JW72

Ticker symbol: PRBAPRSIO

Investment strategy
To achieve its investment objectives, the Private Client Sub-Fund’s investment strategy is founded 
on the principal of broad asset class diversification. By combining investments with low correlations 
and independent sources of return, it is expected that the combined returns will be significantly 
less volatile than their underlying components. The investment portfolio may include high quality 
investment grade bonds, property related assets, traditional and arbitrage hedge fund strategies, 
high yielding fixed interest funds, and equity related collective investment schemes/funds, other 
alternative investment vehicles, money market instruments & cash.

As at the end of February 2016

Premier Balanced Fund 
Private Client Sub-Fund (£)

Top holdings (%)
M&G Corporate Bond 9.58
Invesco Sterling Bond 8.75
Jupiter Dynamic Bond 7.91
Kames Global Bond 7.79
iShares S&P 500 UCITS ETF 6.54
JO Hambro Continental European 4.95
Alpha Real Trust 4.77
Findlay Park American 4.54
HICL Infrastructure 4.31
Invesco Strategic Income 4.28



This document is for information only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation to buy or sell investments or related financial instrument. It is directed at experienced investors only 
This document has no regard for the specific investment objective, financial situation or needs of  any specific person or entity. Investments involve risk. The investments discussed in 
this document  may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should make their own investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and, if in 
any doubt, should seek advice from an investment advisor. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and an investor may not get back the amount originally 
invested. Where the investment is made in currencies other than the investors base currency, the value of those investments and any income from them will be affected by movements 
in exchange rates. This effect could be unfavourable as well as favourable. Levels and bases for taxation may change. The information given is believed to be correct but cannot be 
guaranteed and opinions constitute the judgement of Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management which is subject to change. Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management does not make any 
warranties, express or implied, that the products, securities or services advertised are available in your jurisdiction. According, if it is prohibited to advertise or make the products, 
securities or services available in your jurisdiction, or to you) by reason of nationality, residence or otherwise. Such products, securities or services are not directed at you. Canaccord 
Genuity Wealth Management is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth (International) Limited (‘CGWI’) which is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services 
Commission, the Isle of Man Financial Supervision Commission and the Jersey Financial Services Commission and is a member of the London Stock Exchange and the Channel Islands 
Securities Exchange. CGWI is registered in Guernsey no. 22761 and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. Registered office: Trafalgar Court, Admiral Park, St. 
Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 2JA.
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Investment commentary
The volatility plaguing global equity markets continued through February - although by the month end, indices had recovered almost to the closing 
levels of 2015. It has been a very bumpy ride – with much of the period dominated by investor fear rather than a changed economic environment. 
This fear has been fed by a range of concerns that have proliferated around the outlook for global growth, namely - declining Chinese growth, a fall 
in the Chinese Yuan and weaker than expected economic data from the US. At the same time, it appears that equities and the crude oil price are 
moving in the same direction, with the price of oil down by over 25% from the end of 2015 at one stage. This prompted fears that the banking system 
would be hit by huge debt write-offs related to oil companies; and in Europe in particular, shares in a number of banks fell sharply, in some cases to 
levels lower than those seen in the depths of 2008-09. Asset classes seen as safe havens, such as gold and solid government bonds rose. 

Following the recent volatility there were some calming words and actions from the Chinese authorities; US economic data came in a little more 
bullishly than some had suggested, easing concerns that the US was heading for a recession; and the oil price found a floor, as speculation mounted 
that OPEC would come to some form of agreement with non-OPEC producers such as Russia to curtail burgeoning supply. Risk assets recovered, with 
Brent crude itself rising above US$37 per barrel from the lows in late January of US$29 and equities clawed back some lost ground. 

In the US equities, struggled to make progress in February as concerns about the domestic growth outlook compounded worries about the effect of 
a slowing global economy on the country. Following a sharp sell-off in the first half of the month, the S&P 500 recovered in line with world markets 
in anticipation of additional monetary easing by a number of central banks. Over the month the S&P 500 fell 0.4%. Within the market financials 
performed particularly poorly as expectations for further rate increases were deferred after Janet Yellen warned that global financial market 
turbulence could set back US growth. The energy companies recorded steep share price falls, despite a recovery in crude oil prices, as Standard & 
Poor’s warned it could downgrade the credit rating of some of the country’s biggest diversified oil & gas groups.

In Europe the MSCI Euro Equity Index fell 3.25% in euro terms. Economic data indicated that the Eurozone economy continues to grow, albeit slowly. 
GDP grew 0.3% quarter on quarter for Q4 2015; the weak inflation data reinforced expectations that the European Central Bank could announce 
further easing measures at its forthcoming March meeting. Low inflation saw Sweden’s Riksbank cut rates to -0.5%.

In the UK, after reaching a sharp sell-off in early February, during which the FTSE 100 Index fell to just over 5,500, some of these fears began to 
recede. It closed the quarter at 6097, a fall of 1.97% in USD terms (and marginally up in GBP terms). The market performed well despite uncertainty 
about the outlook for domestic-facing sectors amid fears of a UK exit from the European Union. The miners enjoyed a recovery as the market focused 
on measures announced to strengthen their balance sheets whilst the oil & gas sector also performed well, although this was due to a strong 
performance from Royal Dutch Shell offsetting a weak one from BP. Both experienced a strong recovery in the second half of the month, in line with 
the bounce in crude oil prices after a tentative agreement between Saudi Arabia and Russia to freeze output. 

The Japanese equity market declined sharply in the first half of February before recovering somewhat, but still fell 8.5% for the month as a whole. 
The yen moved higher against all major currencies, which restricted the loss to a USD based investor to 2.02%. Market dynamics were dominated 
by the Bank of Japan’s move to a negative rate policy at end of January. Economic data were mixed but had little discernible impact on the market. 
Industrial production rose strongly while retail sales were weaker and inflation was in line with recent forecasts. Corporate news revolved around the 
completion of the results announcements for the third quarter to December 2015.

Elsewhere Asia ex Japan equities also experienced negative returns in February as global markets stabilised following the sharp falls seen in January 
with performance mixed amongst the region’s markets. Hong Kong was down 2.8% whilst the Shanghai Composite was down 1.5% in USD terms.

The portfolio holds approximately 34% in fixed interest, 51% in equities and 14% in a range of alternative assets such as hedge and infrastructure 
funds with the balance in cash. The portfolio’s current estimated yield is 1.93%.


